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From Mesoscopic to Nanoscopic Surface Structures:
Lithography with Colloid Monolayers
By Frank Burmeister,* Claudia Schiifle, Bettina Keilhofer, Clemens Bechinger, Johannes Boneberg, and Paul Leiderer*

1. Introduction
A current trend in research is the fabrication and charac
terization of smaller and smaller surface structures ap
proaching dimensions of a few nanometers. They are ex
pected to exhibit a number of new physical and chemical
properties when compared to micrometer sized structures of
the same material. These can include, for example, magnetic,
optical, or catalytic properties.
As conventional lithographic techniques are limited either
by the wavelength of light or because they are serial in na
ture and costly (e.g., e beam lithography), a series of new
and unconventional approaches to nanofabrication have
been put forward. Among these, a technique in which submi
croscopic coUoidal particles are used as a mask for, for ex
ample, etching or vacuum deposition, has proved more and
more successful, especially in applications where a periodic
arrangement of the strucnrres is required. This technique,
which has already been dubbed "natural lithography" [1] or
"nanosphere lithography", (2] works in principle as foUows:
by some means coUoidal particles of equal size and shape
(normally spherical) are brought onto the surface to be
structured. The particles usually arrange themselves ran
dornly. However, under favorable conditions, they form hex
agonally arranged, close packed arrays in a self assembly
process. The sutface is subsequently exposed, for example,
to an ion beam or light. Vacuum deposition is also possible
(see Fig. 1). Afterwards, the particles are removed by a lift
off process. Different kinds of structures can then be ob
served: ion beam etching usually leaves isolated posts of the
substrate material, whereas vacuum deposition leads to
holey thin films (for random arrangement) or, in the case of
a regular arrangement, to the formation of triangular
shaped, elevated structures arranged in a honeycomb pat
tern. The formation of ring like patterns has also been re
ported recently. [3,4]
As suspensions of colloidal particles are commercially avail
able with particle sizes covering three orders of magnitude
(10 nm to 10 J.llll), surface structures of almost any desired size
and periodicity can, in principle, be fabricated. Besides the
aforementioned possibilities of fundamental research on nano
strucnrres, surlaces with defined roughness and periodicity may
also find several technological applications, for example, as dif
fraction gratings, selective solar adsorbers, or antireflection coat
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ings. (5] In the foUowing, a very brief overview is given of the re
search activities in this field with the main emphasis on new
developments and current trends.

2. Pioneering Work
Probably the first report in which ordered monolayers of
coUoidal particles were systematically utilized for the fabri
cation of submicroscopic surface strucnrres was published

,
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Figure 1. Principle of colloid monolayer lithography: a) application of suspension, b) deposition of metal onto ordered monolayer, c) regularly arranged
metal structures on lite surface after removal of tbe particles.
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in 1981 by Fischer and Zingsheim. [6] They simply applied
a suspension of colloidal particles with a diameter of
312 nm onto a glass plate and allowed it to evaporate.
Afterwards, small portions of the glass plate were covered
with a monolayer of hexagonally arranged spheres. Vacu
um deposition of platinum through the voids between
neighboring spheres led to arrays of triangular platinum
structures on the surface. The size and the periodicity of
the platinum patterns were smaller than the wavelength of
visible light.
Shortly thereafter, Deckman and Dunsmuir [1] described
new methods for the fabrication of both randomly and regu
larly arranged monolayers of particles. They made extensive
use of reactive ion beam etching to structure surfaces and
demonstrated some technological applications of colloid
monolayer lithography. [7,8]

3. Theory of 2D Self-Assembly
The experiments carried out by Nagayama and coworkers
[9] revealed for the first time the mechanism of the self as
sembly process that eventually leads to hexagonally close
packed arrays of colloidal particles. Following their argu
mentation, array formation proceeds in two steps: First, a
nucleus is formed when the thickness of the solvent layer
(generally water) approaches the diameter of the particles.
When the tops of the particles protrude from the water sur
face, it is deformed and, due to surface tension effects, the
spheres are pulled together. Theoretical calculations have
shown that these lateral capillary forces can exceed the ther
mal energy kBT of the particles by many orders of magni
tude. [10] In the second step, evaporation of the solvent from
within the micromenisci between the spheres causes water
influx from outside, which is related to convective particle
transport towards the nucleus.

4. Fabrication Methods
Numerous methods for the production of colloid mono
layers have been proposed in the literature, so only the most
promising ones will be discussed. Hulteen and Van Duyne
[2] used a spin coating procedure and, by varying the parti
cle concentration and spin speed, could reproducibly fabri
cate single and double layers of polystyrene spheres (deposi
tion through a double layer leads to a real hexagonal pattern
on the surface with half the usual number of structures). An
other, very simple method, introduced by Micheletto et al.,
[11] works as follows: a droplet of the colloid is applied to a
carefully cleaned glass plate and the whole is enclosed in an
airtight box. The evaporation rate is determined by a control
circuit for temperature and ambient humidity. A nucleus is
defined just by tilting the glass plate such that array forma
tion starts at the upper edge and proceeds downwards.
Monolayers consisting of particles down to 50 nm in size
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were successfully fabricated. However, the approach most
suitable for industrial applications was suggested by Dimi
trov and Nagayama: [5] a glass plate is vertically dipped into
a colloidal suspension and afterwards very slowly with
drawn. Again, temperature and ambient humidity are con
trolled. The thickness of the drying film, which is formed in
a similar manner to one in a sol gel process, could be ad
justed to single, double, or triple layers, etc., just by measur
ing the optical transmission of the film and adapting the
withdrawal speed accordingly. In this way, square centi
meter sized arrays were reproducibly obtained.
However, there is at least one major drawback to all these
methods: either the randomness of the crystallization pro
cess and/or the need for very smooth and hydrophilic sub
strates. We recently circumvented these drawbacks: [12]
First, we fabricated a colloid monolayer on a glass slide by
the above mentioned method of Micheletto et al. [11] It was
then stabilized by vacuum deposition of a metal or by ther
mal annealing. The stabilization caused shrinking of the
openings between the spheres without completely blocking
them. Afterwards the slide was slowly dipped into a water
containing vessel and the monolayer gradually floated off as
a whole onto the water surface, similar to ultrathin polymer
films. The floating particle array was then transferred onto
the desired surface. This technique could be further im
proved when pick up was performed with a transmission
electron microscope (TEM) grid. In this way, a free stand
ing, transportable lithographic mask was produced. It is de
picted in Figure 2, together with the result after deposition
of a 30 nm thick layer of gold. A consequence of this
achievement is that the structuring of almost any surface on
any desired location is now possible, with feature sizes below
100 nm. The necessary equipment and the very low produc
tion costs are in principle affordable to any laboratory or re
search organization.

5. Future Trends
Besides reliability and positioning, other requirements for
possible technological applications or even for some optical
diffraction experiments are long range order, i.e., very large
crystallites with a given orientation. It might also be interest
ing to induce crystal symmetries other than simply hex
agonal. In order to achieve this, one usually employs a pre
structured substrate. This was done by Deckman et al. [8]
(grapho epitaxial effect) and, in a certain sense, by Kim et
al. [13] (micromolding in capillaries) and by Velev et al., [14]
where oil droplets were used as templates for crystallization.
We utilized silicon grids as substrates, which were fabricated
by means of optical lithography. When the period of the grid
was commensurate with the hexagonal lattice of the parti
cles, we observed perfect ordering and orientation of the
particles (Fig. 3a). However, when the grid period was ad
justed to coincide with quadratic packing of the particles,
the arrangement was not as perfect as in the hexagonal case

a)

b)
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Figure 3. a) Silicon grid covered with 840 om sized spheres: period 3 J.lDl,
deprh of trenches 100 run. b) Same spheres as in (a) but with a grid period of
850 om and a trench depth of 110 om.
Figure 2. Application of transportable mask: a) principle of the process (from
left to right): TEM grid is used to pick up colloid monolayer, metal is deposited onto desired substrate using the colloid monolayerffEM grid as a lithographic mask, the mask is removed to leave regularly arranged metal structures on the surface of the substrate; b) TEM grid covered with a coUoid
monolayer; c) depa;ited gold dots on a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) surface after removal of the mask.

(Fig. 3b). One would probably need a substrate prestructured in two dimensions, comparable to the experiments of
van Blaaderen et al. [15] (colloidal epitaxy).
Even though the ordering of the particles was not always
perfect, we could observe their alignment along the whole
length of the grid (1 em) quite frequently. Therefore we believe that, perhaps in combination with other fabrication
methods, the production of square-centimeter-sized crystallites of colloid monolayers with predefined orientation
should be possible. They will still contain some voids and
dislocations, which are mainly due to the inherent polydispersity of the particles, but these minor imperfections are
meaningless for both fundamental research on single nanostructures and also for most of the above-mentioned technological applications.

6. Conclusions
To summarize, we believe that lithography with colloid
monolayers has developed into a powerful and alternative

technique for the nanostructuring of surfaces. Production of
colloid monolayers with 50 nm sized spheres has already
been demonstrated as well as square-centimeter-sized arrays. Numerous applications, together with a vast variety of
materials combinations, have been introduced Major challenges for the future will be the routine utilization of very
small particles and the precise positioning and orientation of
particle arrays on a given substrate surface.
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